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Microsoft SQL Server Upgrades Made Easy
Double-Take SQLMove will modernize, migrate, and consolidate your
SQL Server infrastructure.
Upgrading to the latest versions of Microsoft SQL Server can drive success by driving down costs and
maximizing productivity. In benchmark tests, SQL Server 2014 measured 13 times faster than SQL Server
2005 and 5.5 times faster than SQL Server 2008. Imagine how that additional speed could accelerate your
business!
Double-Take SQLMove is built on proven real-time byte-level replication technology to move your SQL Server
data and metadata across any distance without disrupting your business operations. No matter whether your
servers are physical, virtual, or in the cloud, Double-Take SQLMove is an efficiently modernizes, migrates, and
consolidates your Microsoft SQL Server infrastructure.

Key Benefits
•	Migrates, modernizes and consolidates your SQL Server infrastructure with near zero downtime.
•

Measures cutovers in seconds to minutes, not hours or days.

•	Supports a successful migration by replicating all SQL Server and non-SQL data, both structured
and unstructured.
•

Allows users to stay online while you test their SQL Server data and applications in the new environment.

•

Limits impact to your network, regardless of the distance between servers.

https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/dataplatforminsider/2015/10/05/top-10-reasons-to-upgrade-from-sql-server-2005/
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